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Living Life

good deeds will express with pride what
was accomplished.

W

Rav Ochayon in Ohr Daniel emphasizes
the tremendous growth and potential
found in each day. He quotes Rav Meir
Chodosh who would tell his students to
pay careful attention to ‘time in between’,
to fill these moments with Torah and
mitzvot. The time one waits for a spouse,
a bus or a Dr.’s appointment can all be
used productively. Rav Ochayon relates
that the Chafetz Chayim did not wear
shoes with laces since it would cost him
an extra minute each day to tie them.
Over the course of a year he would save
365 minutes or 6 hours. In 70 years he
gained 420 hours! He offers a powerful
thought to keep in mind; if one sees a
coin on the floor, human nature is to
exert effort and pick it up. Each minute
is even more valuable than that coin and
one should likewise exert effort to make
the most of these precious moments.

e experience it every day;
at times we value it tremendously, at times we waste it
terribly. “And Avraham came of days and
Hashem blessed him with everything.”
(Bereisheet 24;1). The Torah tells us that
Avraham Avinu knew how to use this
commodity we call time to its fullest and
filled each of his days with meaning and
purpose.
The Zohar Hakadosh explains that upon
awakening each morning, the new
day stands before us begging to be utilized in a proper and honorable way.
Indeed, “Vayekrevu yimei Yisrael lamut”
(Bereisheet 47;29)., Rav Shlesinger in
Areshet Sefatenu notes that at the end of
one’s life his days come forward to give
an accounting of what transpired each
day on earth. He quotes the Maggid of
Mezerich explaining the passuk “yom
L’yom yabiah omer”(Tehillim 19;3) as
such -- the days filled with Torah and

Rav Wolfson in Wellsprings of Faith
describes based on the Zohar, how
at the start of each day we are given
a parchment to record the
deeds of that day. At the
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our lives, annotated by our own actions.
Before going to sleep it is appropriate
to introspect and do teshuva, making
amendments as the ‘story’ of our lives
continues. Erev Shabbat, Erev Rosh
Chodesh, Erev Rosh Hashana are other
worthy opportunities to edit our ‘book’
as well. The Zohar teaches that on the
last day of a person’s life all his days
come to greet him and suddenly the past
reappears with immense clarity. For
tzadikim, those who capitalized on each
living moment, the last day of life is full
of intense holiness and is a culmination
of zaken - ‘zeh shekanah chochma’ - a
life well spent. Avraham Avinu, is the
epitome of one who was a ‘chacham’,
using every opportunity throughout his
days to learn and grow.

United Arab
Emirates Trip

NavigaTours, a travel agency specializing
in tailor made trips, is organizing Kosher tours
to the UAE for the religious community;
groups and individuals.

For info contact Seth Rinot,
seth@navigatours-travel.com
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